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Dancing In Cambodia At Large
This article is the result of the research conducted by Tola SAY during the e-residency Virtual Crossovers, organised in April 2021 by ASEF and ENCACT, the European network for cultural management and ...
Making Arts Accessible in Rural Areas of Cambodia
This is what we are capable of when we decide to work together. A diverse, strong community flourishing, full of hope and opportunity for everyone.
My Take: A small celebration through music
What were exhibited were not simply traditional dance routines, but the resiliency of a community striving to re-build andre-connect. In fundamental ways, the refugee community is a legacy of Cambodia ...
The Cambodian Diaspora
After sifting through more than 100 high-quality entries for seven categories of the Harvey Norman Gold Coast Women of the Year award, they have narrowed it down to 21 finalists. One, Montana Atkinson ...
REVEALED: 21 women named the Gold Coast Harvey Norman Women of the Year 2021 finalists
Royal Enfield, the global leader in the mid-size motorcycle segment (250cc-750cc), today announced the launch of its all-new Easy Cruiser, the Royal Enfield Meteor 350 in Cambodia.
Royal Enfield Launches the all New Easy Cruiser, the Meteor 350 in Cambodia
Dar residents witnessed a great event by the children from the Baba Watoto Centre. The night was made unforgettable with brilliant performances by the children, who showed ...
Sreet voices making bold statement through arts
Last month, a provincial court sentenced four people to a one-year prison term for dancing and drinking. “A public health crisis is not the time to be sending more people to Cambodia’s ...
Mounting desperation in Cambodia amid COVID lockdown
One of the most large-scale competitions to be organized ... “Mixed Pairs”, “Trios”, “Groups” as well as “Aero Dance” and “Aero Step”. According to the rules, one participant ...
First day of 16th World Aerobic Gymnastics Championships kicks off in Baku (PHOTO)
We find out about life under lockdown in Cambodia, go back in time to learn ... Having more than 20 visitors in your house or dancing at weddings? It's B. A limit on visitors was one of several ...
BTN Classroom Episode 12, 2021
Falling passionately in love with ice dancing in childhood, the skating siblings Minh and ... They began feeling more joy when practicing and they wanted to test their ability in large tournaments.
Brother-sister pair wins Asian championship in skating
showing her dancing a jig while her son Rennie David was in her arms. The Smash star, 37, was cutting the rug in front of her large television screen, showing an image of herself singing on her TV ...
Katharine McPhee dances with baby boy Rennie while watching her show Country Comfort
A man holds a child as they watch a dance performance at the International ... the Syrian civil war and the genocides in Rwanda and Cambodia, said Nathan Ruser, an ASPI researcher and co-author ...
Drop in Xinjiang Birthrate Largest in Recent History: Report
Uli's Kitchen, 8021 Research Forest, softly opened May 19 and celebrated its grand opening May 25 in The Woodlands. This is the first concept for Luna Hospitality owned by husband and wife Bonnie and ...
Openings and Closings: Uli's Kitchen Opens, One Fifth Pivots Again
Marjorie was the first women to go to sea in the navy’s then newest Collins Class submarine HMAS Rankin and delivered prosthetic limbs to landmine victims in Cambodia with rock star Angry Anderson.
Gold Coast identity and owner of Wings PR Deanna Nott is now the longest serving public affairs officer at Royal Australian Air Force
Professor David Hui Shu-cheong, a respiratory medicine expert at Chinese University, said the outbreak was similar to the cluster tied to dance clubs ... huge problem if a large outbreak suddenly ...
Hong Kong expecting about 60 new coronavirus cases as pandemic adviser warns growing gym cluster could herald fifth wave of infections
Weekly cases in the U.S. have dropped by more than half since the end of April and are now at the lowest level in almost a year. Nearly 2 million people went through airport screenings on Friday ahead ...
U.S. Cases Drop by Half in May; India Passes Peak: Virus Update
Actually, I studied psychology and dance as an undergrad. I think that really started ... advocates to really advocate for services for Southeast Asian refugees from Cambodia and Vietnam. Today, we're ...
Bay Area organization leads way in culturally responsive care
On Eid-al-Fitr, the celebratory conclusion of the Muslim holy month Ramadan, videos of dancing Uyghurs outside ... have gone. A large blue metal box stood where the mosque’s central dome had ...
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